
Dr James Zogby is the founder and president of the Arab American Institute: 
(http://www.aaiusa.org/dr-zogby/36/biography). We had an interesting conversation last week. I 
thought I'd share what I wrote to him after watching the videoconference on Friday, May 18. You may 
not fully agree with many of the things I expressed. But then, let us continue to constructively differ to 
make a difference. 

 
Dear Jim:          May 19, 2007. 
First of all, let me thank you for calling me last week after my e-mail to you. As promised, I watched 
yesterday, the hour-long videoconference between the students at Davidson University and the Iraqi 
students.   

The despair and the utter sense of hopelessness and helplessness on the other side of the world is what 
struck me most. You put the horrifying graphics on the streets of Baghdad on the TV screen and 
yesterday’s voices together and you are asking yourself: are Iraqi’s really liberated, free and jubilant 
as this administration claims? But then we are way past that debate now. The real challenge is how to 
save Iraq from further disintegration – in all sense of the word? Contrary to the ideas I heard from Iraqi 
side, I don’t believe that pumping money and guns is the road to salvation. I think, the coalition of the 
‘willing’ has already overstayed there. The morning Iraqis wake up to see that Americans have left and 
the false net of safety has been lifted, they will conjure up their wits and begin to heal their self-
inflicted wounds and piece their lives together – Sunnis and Shi’as both. If what one student said - that 
the problem of ethnicity is at the top and not on the ground - is true, then the masses alone and not 
the leaders ought to hold to the tethered fabrics of their society and bring some sense of humanity on 
the streets of Iraq. The very presence of the invaders is the root cause of insurgency. The moment the 
murderous Sunni and Shi’a radicals know there is no one to fight with, they will also know, there is no 
one to fight for. The insurgents will abandon and leave Iraq. Hopefully, the tranquility and sanity will 
eventually prevail. How come everybody else sees it except people in high places - both here and Iraq? 

The invasion has raped the honor and culture of Iraq, devastating - as Mike Farrell of M*A*S*H told 
yesterday on Marketplace – a centuries-old region that once, it is said, contained the Garden of Eden. 
And we got to mend that loss: our generation and a couple of next generations. Otherwise I think, the 
mess in Iraq will look a lot like in Palestine in few years, if corrective measures were not taken, 

beginning yesterday.  

It is one thing for the youth in their 20s at Davidson to speak passionately as they did yesterday, but 
tell me how many likes of John Kerry continue to speak today about Vietnam; on the contrary, the very 
people who were with him, stabbed him in the last presidential election. Talk is cheap, but I do ask 
how many of your audience in yesterday’s tele-meeting are serious about putting their time and efforts 
and passion into action to bring about a change in the life of just one youth in Iraq? And yet it is the 
ordinary people and not the governments that make the changes happen. 

Like I said during our phone conversation, the change of perception will change things on the ground 
much more effectively and faster than the soldiers kicking doors in the dead of the night in Diwaniyah, 
Mahmoudiyah and Ramadi. Iraqis must know that as people we Americans care. Yes, our policies suck 
and our politicians have no hindsight, but our compassion triumphs. The military supremacy has failed 
and been foiled. Pundits say that our failure in Iraq is due to the lack of proper planning BEFORE the 
invasion. Oh, yes, there was proper planning, alright: you could see it through uranium-filled aluminum 
tubes! Published, clandestine and off-the-record conversations and documents have proven beyond 
doubt that the Neocons in the Bush administration had their eyes feasted on Saddam the moment they 
ushered George Bush in the White House, the first time ever – nuclear and biological weapons or not. 

No. As we know now, going to the war was based on deception and lies. The continued quagmire is still 
buried in more deception and more lies - wrapped in an $18 million/hour expense account - for 4 years. 

So, yes, the gun powder and gun power supremacy has failed and been foiled. Now, the humanitarian 
efforts must supersede everything else in Iraq. If organizations such as yours can initiate grass-root 
efforts in this country to bring the real story of the hardship faced by ordinary Iraqis to the forefront, 
and, formulate a support group to provide a safe haven to the Iraqis in their own neighborhood, it 
would make a difference.  

Please tell me how I can help you and people like you in their quest to bring peace to all – us included! 


